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INTRODUCTION 

Mobile wireless sensor networks (MWSNs) are not 

anything however mobile sensor networks wherein 

there are a few sensor nodes which might be cellular 

and they're coordinated via a sink node. In recent 

years, the mobility of sensor nodes is studied using 

mobile node mobility modeling in which the 

pressure of enchantment and pressure of repulsion 
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are considered. In one of this scenario, the 

deployment of cell nodes is a hard difficulty given 

that it's far necessary to expect the collisions earlier 

and to prevent them before they arise. Another tough 

issue inside the layout of MWSNs is electricity 

optimization2. This may be performed via dividing 

the nodes into energetic nodes and sound asleep 

nodes by way of making use of intelligent policies. 

Cluster-based routing is an critical method used to 

carry out electricity green routing. Moreover, 

clustering reduces the electricity intake for routing 

the information from sensor nodes to the sink node if 

the clustering system, cluster head choice, and 

cluster-primarily based routing are carried out more 

systematically. The use of spatial and temporal 

constraints isn't always best useful to form dynamic 

clusters however also beneficial for maintaining 

energy efficiency, mobility modeling, and most 

advantageous routing. The most important troubles 

in the layout of MWSNs consist of the cell sensor 

node distribution problem, which worries troubles, 

namely the goal insurance and the network 

connectivity troubles. In the target coverage hassle, 

given m one of kind objectives with known locations 

in which n cell sensors are to be deployed randomly 

within the given sensing location, it's miles 

necessary to transport the sensor to new and 

appropriate positions in one of these manner that all 

the targets for routing are protected with minimal 

distance, minimal mobility, and premier power. The 

community connectivity trouble offers with the 

insurance hassle wherein, for a given sink node, it's 

miles vital to and the set of coverage member sensor 

nodes and the closing mobile sensor nodes that are 

left without becoming a member of any organization. 

According to this trouble, the deployment of the last 

cellular sensor nodes is a difficult problem because it 

has to connect with appropriate coverage sensors and 

also the sink node minimum motion. Moreover, the 

target coverage trouble attempts to cover all the 

specified places of interest within the deployment 

vicinity of MWSNs2,3. In one of this situation, 

network connectivity is essential via proving links to 

the sink node for the sensor nodes within the 

MWSNs to collect the records successfully and to 

send them to the sink node. Thus, this paper 

proposes a new routing algorithm for appearing 

cluster-based totally routing wherein virtual 

pressure-primarily based regulations are used to 

form clusters and to carry out cluster head election 

for routing the statistics packets thru the cluster 

heads. Therefore, the deployment of sensor nodes 

has been performed on this work in the sort of way 

that the maximum range of hops is usually beneath a 

threshold. The new smart cluster-based totally 

routing algorithm referred to as virtual pressure-

based totally intelligent clustering for power-green 

routing (VFICEER) in MWSNs proposed in this 

paper makes use of the digital pressure between the 

sensor nodes, which is balanced through thinking 

about the attractive and repulsive forces efficiently 

using policies and constants. Moreover, the 

prevailing k-means clustering set of rules1 is used on 

this work for acting the initial clustering of the 

nodes. In this set of rules, k nodes are selected 

arbitrarily to form the preliminary cluster heads. 

Under each cluster head, contributors are delivered 

by selecting contributors from the closest distance 

the usage of the ok-approach clustering algorithm 

wherein contributors are brought via comparing the 

distances from the nodes to the cluster heads. This 

process is repeated until all nodes are connected to a 

cluster head that is close to the node. This proposed 

cluster-based totally routing protocol takes care of 

the target coverage hassle and the community 

connectivity problem via making use of 

spatiotemporal constraints and rules in an effort to 

offer electricity-green routing in MWSNs. Thus, the 

proposed set of rules specializes in increasing the 

network lifetime extension with the aid of 

performing electricity optimization by means of 

fixing the target insurance and community 

connectivity problems greater correctly. The most 

important advantages of the proposed algorithm are 

its capability in significantly extending the network 

lifetime and by handling the mobility optimally. 

From the experiments performed in this work, it is 

discovered that great of provider (QoS) metrics such 

as packet delivery ratio, postpone, and reliability of 

verbal exchange are taken care of within the 

proposed algorithm via the software of the clustering 

technique the usage of digital pressure, electricity-
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green routing using spatiotemporal constraints, and 

most suitable cellular node deployment4.  

The rest of this paper is prepared as follows: Section 

2 describes the related works in this place. Section 3 

explains the proposed set of rules in element. Section 

four affords the experimental results obtained from 

this work with relevant discussions. Section five 

gives the belief of this work and proposes some 

possible future works. 

 

RELATED WORKS 

There are many works to be had within the literature 

that discuss clustering, cluster-based routing, sensor 

node deployment, and the usage of guidelines for 

choice making [24]. Moreover, Chamam and Pierre5 

advanced a brand new centralized set of rules for 

solving the close to-ultimate kingdom project 

problem in mobile sensor networks. Their version is 

primarily based on a tabu seek algorithm this is 

useful for computing a near-greatest community 

configuration. Nikolaos et al.6 evolved a survey 

paper on WSNs and they explained using strength-

green protocols that were advanced for WSNs. They 

classified WSNs into extraordinary classes, 

particularly at networks, hierarchical sensor 

networks with coherent and nonlocation-based 

nodes, mobile agent-primarily based routing, and 

QoS-based layout, in their survey. They also 

discussed the advantages and disadvantages of these 

protocols. Fang7 proposed anew distributed and 

effective routing protocol for MWSNs based on node 

cooperation. That examine in comparison the 

strength efficiency of cooperative and non 

cooperative routing thru evaluation and simulation. 

Tunca et al.8 Supplied a complete assessment of the 

existing dispensed mobile sink routing protocols to 

be had within the literature. They also furnished 

accurate classification of protocols and discussed the 

advantages and limitations of their gadget. Al-Jemeli 

and Hussin9 proposed a brand new and powerful go-

layer network operational model for the design of 

MWSNs. Their community model focuses on two 

fundamental mechanisms, namely controlling the 

quantity of manipulate packets and the transmission 

strength manipulate, which are dependent on the 

node locations. Abo-Zahhad et al.10 Proposed a new 

clustering protocol referred to as mobile sink-based 

totally adaptive immune strength-green clustering 

protocol for solving the power hollow trouble, which 

also improves the community lifetime and the 

stableness duration of the WSNs. Suh and Berber11 

proposed a brand new facts-forwarding method for 

WSNs with a cell sink that visits rendezvous points 

to acquire facts from sensor nodes. Selvi et al.12 

Proposed an electricity-green routing set of rules for 

wireless sensor networks the usage of fuzzy rules. Lu 

et al.13 proposed new dispensed deployment 

strategies  For cellular sensor networks wherein the 

insurance priorities of different points inside the field 

are specified with the aid of unique functions 

developed by means of them. Wang and Tseng14 

proposed an effective opposition- and pattern-based 

scheme for WSNs to solve the k-coverage placement 

hassle the usage of connectivity of graphs. Mahboubi 

et al.15 Proposed an green sensor deployment 

algorithm so as to improve the insurance place 

within the goal field of mobile sensor networks. 

Their algorithm calculates the placement of the 

sensors iteratively via the usage of statistical data on 

nodes and coverage holes inside the goal field for 

boosting the network overall performance. 

Younisand Fahmy16 evolved a new cluster-based 

routing algorithm known as the hybrid electricity-

green disbursed clustering approach for powerful 

routing in advert hoc sensor networks. It is an crucial 

contribution for power-efficient routing in sensor 

networks. However, the energy consumption is high 

due to the advert hoc nature of this network. 

Logambigai and Kannan17 proposed a fuzzy-based 

unequal clustering (FBUC) approach for powerful 

routing in wireless sensor networks. The important 

benefits in their model encompass boom in packet 

delivery ratio and community lifetime and reduce in 

put off. In spite of some of these works, many 

obstacles are still gift in the layout of MWSNs. This 

is because of the reality that maximum of the 

prevailing works centered on the layout of static 

sensor nodes. However, mobile sensor nodes are 

vital to increase the coverage region and overall 

performance. Therefore, an clever cluster-based 

energy-efficient routing set of rules scheme in which 

clusters are shaped using distances, strength, and 
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virtual force is proposed on this paper. The proposed 

set of rules is able to fixing the low-power trouble 

and the insurance problem and as a result it 

complements the QoS in MWSNs. 

 

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

This phase explains in element the proposed routing 

set of rules developed in these research paintings for 

enhancing the conversation reliability, electricity 

efficiency, QoS, and community life of MWSNs. 

Three.1. Virtual pressure and rule-confined cluster-

primarily based routing set of rules In the field of 

robotics, digital forces are used to remember the 

field electricity primarily based on appealing and 

repulsive forces. In these paintings, a brand new 

routing set of rules is proposed in which virtual 

forces at the side of spatiotemporal rules are taken 

into consideration for preliminary deployment of 

nodes and to shape suitable clusters. For performing 

preliminary clustering and to help the reclustering, 

the prevailing ok-way clustering [1] set of rules is 

more advantageous with digital forces and rules for 

pleasing the spatiotemporal constraints in these 

paintings. Therefore, K wide variety of clusters is 

shaped by way of partitioning the N nodes from the 

set of nodes D the usage of a distance measure. 

Later, reclustering is carried out through the usage of 

a combined metric with minimal force, minimal 

distance from the sink, maximum strength, and 

minimum mobility. The steps of the set of rules are 

as follows: 

Algorithm for virtual force-based energy-efficient 

cluster-primarily based intelligent routing 

Algorithm call: Virtual pressure-primarily based 

sensible clustering for electricity-efficient routing 

(VFICEER). 

Step 1:  

Calculate the modern-day power of node i (E i), the 

strength of the modern-day round (Er) by method 

and the average distance of any node to the BS (d 

center average) according to method. 

Step 2: 

Estimate the average strength of the complete 

network within the present day round. 

 

 

Step 3: 

Consider if d current <= d average then selection 

probability CH P (i) will be calculated using the 

formula (if Ei(r)>Tabsolute)or (if Ei(r)<=Tabsolute) 

Conversely, if the dcurrent>daverage then the 

probability P (i) will be calculated using the formula 

(if Ei(r)>Tabsolute)or (if Ei(r)<=Tabsolute) 

Step 4: 

Consider the selected node CH which has been CH 

or not. If now not, then pick this node as the CH for 

the following spherical and flow directly to step five, 

otherwise if the chosen node has made the CH inside 

the preceding round, then the node will become the 

member for the cluster and give up the CH selection 

method. 

Step 5:  

Choose a random range from zero to one. Then 

examine this wide variety with the threshold fee 

(based totally on advanced method. If the random 

wide variety is <= Tsi then this node i will beCH and 

the CH selection will end, otherwise if the random 

number>Tsi then the node i will become the 

membership node for the cluster and stop the CH 

choice technique. 

 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

The proposed work has been simulated the use of 

network simulator ns-2.35. For this purpose, 36 

nodes and one sink node in step with cluster have 

been deployed as proven in Figure No.1 inside the 

first experiment. It became later more desirable to 

work with one hundred nodes, 2 hundred nodes, and 

as much as 500 nodes. These nodes had been 

deployed in a place of 100 mX100m. Moreover, 

theoretical evaluation has been finished to compare 

the time complexity of this set of rules with different 

cluster-based routing algorithms which include 

LEACH and HEED. In these algorithms, a k-

approach clustering 

algorithm is used, the time complexity of that's 

O(NKI), in which N is the range of nodes, K is the 

wide variety of clusters, and I is the range of 

iterations wished for the set of rules to converge. In 

the proposed algorithm, the preliminary complexity 

is O(NKI), and then it forms K clusters using digital 

pressure and hence the overall complexity is O(NKI) 
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+ O(NK), main to an usual complexity of O(NKI)20. 

Therefore, theoretically, the proposed algorithm 

gives the equal complexity and better consequences. 

Moreover, the work is proved thru simulations also 

with a most of 500 sensor nodes. The packets have 

been routed from a source node to a destination node 

using the LEACH algorithm19 and additionally with 

the proposed intelligent routing algorithm. The 

overall performance of the network become 

measured primarily based on strength consumption, 

packet shipping ratio, put off, and network lifetime, 

which shows the reliability. The Table indicates the 

simulation parameters used on these paintings for 

sporting out the experiments. 

Figure No.2 shows the comparative analysis of the 

power consumption among the proposed protocol 

and the existing protocols, particularly the HEED16, 

FBUC17, and LEACH19 protocols. From Figure 

No.2, it may be located that the proposed energy-

efficient routing protocol reduces the electricity 

consumption of the mobile sensor community in 

evaluation with the prevailing protocols, namely 

LEACH, HEED, and FBUC18. This development in 

performance is because of the use of digital force for 

making powerful choices in cluster formation, 

cluster head selection, and reclustering. Figure No.3 

indicates the contrast of packet transport ratio 

between the proposed protocol and the prevailing 

protocols, namely LEACH, HEED, and FBUC, for 

different numbers of nodes. From Figure No.3, it's 

far determined that the packet delivery ratio of the 

proposed protocol is higher than the ones of 

LEACH, HEED, and FBUC.  

This boom in packet delivery ratio is because of the 

usage of virtual force in cluster formation and 

regulations in choice making with respect to routing. 

Figure No.4 shows the put off evaluation contrast 

among the proposed strength-efficient routing 

algorithm and LEACH, HEED, and FBUC for 

routing the packets from the information-amassing 

factors to the base station. From Figure No.4, it may 

be located that the proposed protocol reduces the put 

off in routing packets to the bottom station while it's 

miles as compared with LEACH, HEED, and FBUC. 

Figure five suggests the contrast of network lifetime 

between the proposed protocol and the LEACH, 

HEED, and FBUC protocols. From Figure No.5, it is 

able to be discovered that the proposed protocol will 

increase the network lifetime while it's far as 

compared with LEACH, HEED, and FBUC. This is 

because of the reality that the proposed protocol 

makes use of rules and digital pressure for cluster 

formation, cluster head rotation, and routing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure No.1: Initial deployment of sensor nodes with data gathering 
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Figure No.2: Energy consumption analysis 

 
Figure No.3: Packet delivery ratio analysis 

 
Figure No.4: Delay analysis 

 
Figure No.5: Network lifetime analysis 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE EFFORT 

In this paper, a brand new virtual force and 

spatiotemporal rule-restrained strength-green cluster-

based routing algorithm has been proposed for 

reducing power consumption, growing the packet 

transport ratio, decreasing the put off, and enhancing 

the network lifetime in MWSNs. This algorithm 

reduces the wide variety of hops in routing and 

makes use of the Euclidian distance with the 

possibility density feature of regular distribution to 

fix the edge for clustering that is used to make 

effective selections about routing. The experimental 

effects display that the performance of the proposed 

intelligent power-green cluster-primarily based 

routing algorithm in phrases of the QoSmetrics of 

packet delivery fee, postpone, and reliability of 

conversation is advanced in MWSNs because of 

using virtual force, spatial constraints, and temporal 

constraints. Moreover, the proposed routing 

algorithm is capable of triumph over the problems of 

goal insurance and network connectivity in MWSNs 

and increases the network lifetime. Future works 

may be the use of fuzzy logics to make selections 

approximately the routing system. 
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